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Abstract
Individual host immune responses to infectious agents drive epidemic behavior and are therefore central to understanding
and controlling infectious diseases. However, important features of individual immune responses, such as the strength and
longevity of immunity, can be challenging to characterize, particularly if they cannot be replicated or controlled in captive
environments. Our research on bighorn sheep pneumonia elucidates how individual bighorn sheep respond to infection
with pneumonia pathogens by examining the relationship between exposure history and survival in situ. Pneumonia is a
poorly understood disease that has impeded the recovery of bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) following their widespread
extirpation in the 1900s. We analyzed the effects of pneumonia-exposure history on survival of 388 radio-collared adults and
753 ewe-lamb pairs. Results from Cox proportional hazards models suggested that surviving ewes develop protective
immunity after exposure, but previous exposure in ewes does not protect their lambs during pneumonia outbreaks.
Paradoxically, multiple exposures of ewes to pneumonia were associated with diminished survival of their offspring during
pneumonia outbreaks. Although there was support for waning and boosting immunity in ewes, models with consistent
immunizing exposure were similarly supported. Translocated animals that had not previously been exposed were more
likely to die of pneumonia than residents. These results suggest that pneumonia in bighorn sheep can lead to aging
populations of immune adults with limited recruitment. Recovery is unlikely to be enhanced by translocating naı̈ve healthy
animals into or near populations infected with pneumonia pathogens.
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of infections in older age cohorts [7], which in turn increases the
likelihood of disease persistence and reduces the critical community size. If the immune response of the host is weak, then
infections may persist within individuals, reducing condition and
fitness; for example, helminths can produce persistent infections
that reduce fecundity and generate oscillations in abundances of
both parasites and hosts [8,9].
Clearly, how the average individual responds to infection, and
the variation in this response across the population, shapes
population-level dynamics, and knowledge of these relations is
essential for understanding and controlling infectious diseases [10].
However, elucidating individual-level responses to infection can be
challenging, particularly when systems cannot be replicated in the
laboratory and results of diagnostic tests are not correlated with
resistance to infection or disease. Laboratory investigation of
pneumonia in bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) has been challenging
because secondary bacterial pneumonia masks the identity of the

Introduction
The population-level dynamics of infectious diseases in both
time and space are shaped by individual-level responses to
infection: how long an individual is infectious, how many
individuals she or he infects, and how that host develops resistance
to subsequent exposures. For example, a high R0 (basic
reproductive rate of a disease) [1] coupled with lifelong immunity
drives diseases like measles to become so-called childhood diseases
characterized by an early age of infection and an adult population
mostly resistant to infection but with a small proportion of
susceptible individuals protected by herd immunity [2]. Infections
with these characteristics can persist within populations larger than
a critical community size, where births introduce a sufficient
number of susceptible hosts to keep the effective R0 above unity
[3], or by reinvasion of smaller populations within a metapopulation [4]. On the other hand, waning immunity, as observed with
diseases such as whooping cough [5,6], results in the reemergence
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primary pathogen [11]. Recently, the bacterial pathogen Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae was identified as the most likely primary
infectious agent [11–13]. M. ovipneumoniae impairs mucociliary
clearance and increases the probability of multiple opportunistic
lung infections that are the proximate cause of death [11–13].
Confusion about the causative agent of pneumonia has
constrained research on disease in bighorn sheep. Pneumonia in
bighorn sheep continues to be one of the most poorly understood
and intractable of the diseases that threaten wildlife in the United
States and Canada. Moreover, despite substantial management
efforts, ongoing mortality from pneumonia continues to impede
the recovery of bighorn sheep since regional extirpation in many
areas of the United States in the 1900s [14–16]. The effect of the
disease during invasion (the first colonization of a population with
pneumonia pathogens) is highly variable; infections of individuals
in all age cohorts with up to 90% mortality are sometimes reported
[17]; and events ranging from 30–50% mortality are commonly
observed (Fig. 1a,b) [18–20]. Disease invasion frequently occurs
during the breeding season (rut) in autumn and is followed by high
adult mortality in autumn and winter [18–21]. After invasion,
epidemics, manifested as summer pneumonia outbreaks in lambs
prior to weaning, endure for a year to over a decade, whereas
adult mortality from pneumonia is absent or low and sporadic
(Fig. 1a,b) [14,18,20–23]. Bighorn sheep are spatially segregated
by sex for most of the year [24]; ewes and lambs do not interact
with mature rams or other sources of pathogens during summer.
Moreover, candidate pneumonia agents are obligate parasites that
do not persist in the environment; therefore, the assumption is that
outbreaks in lambs originate from asymptomatic chronic carrier
ewes [25–28]. Our premise was that the pattern of individual
resistance to infection would reveal drivers of the population-level
dynamics of pneumonia. Even in the absence of experimental
immunological data, identifying these drivers could inform the
development of management strategies to control the disease.
We examined individual-level responses to infection by analyzing disease-exposure history and pneumonia-induced mortality in
388 radio-collared bighorn sheep and 753 lambs born to 223
radio-collared ewes (Fig. 2a; Fig. S1) in 12 connected populations.
At least 34 pneumonia epidemics occurred in these populations
over a 14-year period, including invasion events that caused high
mortality in all age cohorts and mortality events primarily
restricted to lambs.
We developed alternative, but not mutually exclusive, hypotheses about the relationship between host immune response to
infection and survival during subsequent exposures (Table 1). Each
hypothesis was consistent with the observed dynamics: high adult
mortality during pneumonia invasion, followed by low, sporadic
adult mortality and frequent outbreaks of pneumonia in lambs.
First, we hypothesized that a single exposure to pneumonia
immunizes individuals against pneumonia during all subsequent
exposures. Second, we hypothesized that immunity wanes in the
absence of reexposure to disease. Third, we hypothesized that
immunity is boosted by each exposure, so that the risk of dying
decreases with increasing past exposures. Finally, we predicted
that lambs born to previously exposed ewes are protected by
maternally derived passive immunity.
We assessed the relationship between previous exposure and
survival by analyzing the relative risk of dying of pneumonia,
conditional on an individual’s pneumonia exposure history,
including time since last exposure and number of past exposures
(Fig. 2b; Fig. S1). We also analyzed the relationship between a
ewe’s exposure history and her lamb’s survival. Our objectives
were to obtain insights into responses of bighorn sheep to
pneumonia, understand how resistance to infection affects
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Figure 1. Pneumonia dynamics in Hells Canyon. A. Population
estimates and pneumonia dynamics of monitored bighorn sheep
populations in Hells Canyon (Idaho, Oregon, and Washington, U.S.A),
1994–2010. Colored lines represent the three most intensively
monitored populations: Redbird (RB), Wenaha (WE), and Black Butte
(BB). Opaque circles represent years with lamb pneumonia outbreaks
(detected or suspected; see Cassirer et al. [20]), open circles represent
years when no lamb pneumonia outbreak was detected or suspected.
Grey lines represent population size estimates for all other populations
monitored in Hells Canyon. The population estimates for Black Butte
include the removal of 72 bighorn sheep during the 1995 epidemic [52].
B. Estimated population growth rate, r (natural log of population size in
year t divided by population size in year t-1) during the year in which
pneumonia invaded the population (invasion = 0) and in post invasion
years with pneumonia mortalities in adults or lambs (invasion = 1). The
invasion year r for Black Butte incorporates the removal of 72 bighorn
sheep [52]. C. Years in which adult pneumonia mortality was detected
in the three populations depicted in A: Redbird (RB), Wenaha (WE), and
Black Butte (BB).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061919.g001

population-level disease dynamics, and inform the assessment of
management strategies such as supplementing populations with
translocated animals and culling symptomatic individuals.

Materials and Methods
Study system and data
The Hells Canyon bighorn sheep study system includes 16
interconnected bighorn sheep populations containing approximately 800 animals. The populations occur over 23 thousand
square kilometers in Idaho, Oregon, and Washington (U.S.A.;
Fig. 2a). We report data from 388 radio-collared adults and 753
lambs born to 223 radio-collared ewes (Table 2) within 12
populations that were monitored through pneumonia epidemics
from 1997 through 2010. Three of these populations were started
with translocations from outside Hells Canyon during this study.
The radio-collared animals represent a median of 24% of the
adults in populations that range in size from less than 10 to more
than 240 animals. We do not report data for radio-collared
animals in populations that did not experience pneumonia
epidemics (n = 51), or for animals for which we could not
extrapolate an exposure history such as individuals translocated
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Figure 2. Study area and pneumonia history calculation. A. Study area: we report data from 388 radio-collared adult bighorn sheep and 753
ewe-lamb pairs within 12 of these 16 populations in Hells Canyon (WA = Washington, ID = Idaho, OR = Oregon; see Fig. S1 for populations’ names and
pneumonia histories). B. How individual pneumonia histories were constructed. The bighorn sheep in panel B was collared (II) at age 6 and died (III) at
age 11 (in the middle of the biological year). Age was estimated at capture (II) or by incisor cementum analysis after death (III). Based on its
population’s pneumonia history (red indicates years with pneumonia mortality, green indicates years when pneumonia was not detected; see Fig.
S1), this animal experienced 8 pneumonia exposures (Count = 8). The time since last exposure (Lag) was 0 when it died.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061919.g002

Disease diagnoses were based on necropsies conducted at the
Washington Animal Disease and Diagnostic Laboratory. A cause
of death was determined for 173 radio-collared adults and 104
lambs that died during the study. Bacterial pneumonia was
diagnosed in 47 (27%) of the adults and 92 (88%) of the lambs
[20]. Difficulty finding freshly deceased unmarked lambs in
relatively inaccessible terrain meant that some pneumonia
outbreaks in lambs were inferred from observations of clinical
signs and the distinct temporal signature of mortality associated
with lamb pneumonia outbreaks [20]. Mortality from pneumonia
occurred in at least one population every year during the study
period, including at least three invasion events in populations of
naı̈ve translocated animals. Four populations had experienced

within Hells Canyon (n = 27), or animals from populations not
regularly monitored during the study period (n = 11).
Animals were located at least every two weeks from the ground
or air, and most of the more than 60,000 locations were visual
observations. Survival, causes of mortality, movement, productivity, and whether a ewe’s lamb survived to weaning were recorded
for each radio-collared animal. Collared ewes and rams were
followed for a maximum of 14.3 and 9.4 years, respectively. Data
on population size and composition were collected in annual
surveys. All animal capture and handling were conducted and
coordinated by state wildlife agencies in accordance with accepted
animal welfare protocols [29] (see Cassirer and Sinclair [14] and
Cassirer et al. [20] for detailed field methodology).

Table 1. Potential relationships between past exposure of bighorn sheep to pneumonia and mortality during subsequent
pneumonia epidemics.

Hypothesized relationship
between infection (exposure)
and immunity to disease

Predictions tested with models that included age as a baseline hazard and translocation status as a
covariate

Exposure confers consistent long-term
immunity

Risk of dying from pneumonia is highest during the first exposure and consistently low during subsequent exposures

Exposure confers immunity that wanes
over time

Risk of dying from pneumonia is highest during the first exposure, surviving animals are protected for a short period of
time and then their risk of dying when reexposed increases

Cumulative exposures strengthen immune
response

Risk of dying from pneumonia decreases as number of exposures (Count) increases

Cumulative exposures strengthen immune
response but immunity wanes between
exposures

Risk of dying from pneumonia decreases as number of exposures (Count) increases but increases as time since
exposure (Lag) increases

Exposure does not confer immunity

No relationship between risk of dying from pneumonia and any measures of past exposure

Exposure results in long-term infection

No relationship between risk of dying of pneumonia and measures of past exposure. Mortality is associated with
specific risk factors for mortality in chronic carriers

Multiple exposures appear to strengthen
immune response because weak or ‘frail’
individuals are most likely to die first

Risk of dying from pneumonia decreases as number of exposures (Count) increases

Ewes with more exposures transfer higher
concentrations of immunoglobulins to lambs

Risk of lamb mortality decreases as maternal exposure increases

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061919.t001
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We also considered summer pneumonia events restricted to
lambs as exposure events for ewes within that population. Lamb
mortality rates were high (median 80%; putatively driven by high
contact rates among lambs [20]). Intense lamb-ewe interaction
likely exposes ewes to pneumonia-causing pathogens. Ewes never
died of pneumonia during outbreaks in lambs from May through
July [20], indicating protection (presumably immunity) from
disease that probably was derived from previous exposure.
Lamb-only pneumonia was not considered an exposure for rams
because they have little-to-no contact with lambs or ewes during
the summer pneumonia outbreaks in lambs [24].
We constructed a pneumonia-exposure history for each radiocollared adult on the basis of the pneumonia history of the age and
sex classes within the population(s) of which it was a member (as
described above; Fig. 2b, Fig. S1). We assumed that the population
in which each animal occurred at the time of collaring was its natal
population; if marked animals permanently dispersed to another
population (rare within the data set) we adjusted their exposure
status to reflect their known residence history. We based estimates
of age, and thus exposure, prior to radio-collaring on horn annuli
for rams [30], and on tooth eruption for ewes less than four years
of age [30,31]. We estimated the ages of ewes that died during the
study on the basis of incisor cementum analysis [31] (n = 115). We
assumed ewes with full adult dentition at capture were four years
old when no incisors were available for aging (either the ewe did
not die, or no incisors were collected at mortality). The longest
exposure history (including the period from birth to radiocollaring) we constructed for a ewe was 19 years and for a ram
was 13 years.

Table 2. Number of animals included in the analysis.

Radio-collared adults

Ewes

Rams

Total

Residents

196

110

306

Translocated

66

16

82
388

Total
Outcomes and pneumonia-years
Died of pneumonia

32

15

47

Died of other causes or cause not determined

113

57

170

Censored

32

22

54

Still alive

85

32

117

Sheep-years

2586

761

3347

Sheep-pneumonia-years

1341

168

1509

Sheep-healthy-years

1245

593

1838

Lambs
Total Lambs*

753

Lambs that died during lamb pneumonia
outbreaks

432

*lambs born to radio-collared ewes with a known fate by October 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061919.t002

invasion events in 1995 and 1996 before animals were radiocollared. Post-invasion dynamics were characterized by frequent
outbreaks of pneumonia in lambs and sporadic low-level adult
pneumonia mortality. Some populations experienced infrequent
pulses of substantial adult pneumonia mortality, and all populations, excluding Sheep Mountain, experienced occasional healthy
years (no pneumonia detected or suspected in adults or lambs)
[20].
We used the results of the necropsies of adults and lambs, and
field observations of pneumonia outbreaks in lambs, to classify the
pneumonia status (healthy or pneumonic) of three classes of
individuals, based on age and sex, within each population: ewes,
rams, and lambs. We classified the pneumonia status of each of
these classes within each population once each biological year,
(defined as May 1–April 30, because most lambing occurs in May).
We considered it reasonable to assign an annual disease status to
each class because disease-related mortality is highly seasonal.
Most lambs died June through August and most adults died
October through February [14,20]. Each class’s annual pneumonia exposure status was binary: positive if there were pneumonia
mortalities in that age or sex class within the biological year, and
negative if there were no pneumonia mortalities within that class.
Each individual’s exposure history was then derived from the
exposure history of its age or sex class within its population. For
example, if ram(s) experienced pneumonia mortalities, we assumed
that all surviving rams within that population were exposed. This
assumption, that pneumonia mortality within a sex class results in
exposure of all other animals of that sex, was based on the
common observation that most adult mortality (sometimes up to
90% [17]) occurs in the year of pathogen invasion Therefore,
most, if not all, members of a population must be exposed within
that first year.
We differentiated pneumonia status by sex because sometimes
mortalities occurred after the sexes had separated. We do not
report results of models in which the sexes were aggregated, which
yielded the same inferences as models in which the sexes were
differentiated.

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Mortality hazard model construction
We characterized the relationship between pneumonia mortality and previous pneumonia exposure by fitting proportional
hazards and logistic regression models implemented in the survival
[32], coxme [33] and lme4 [34] packages in R [35].
We used semi-parametric Cox proportional hazards models in
which an individual’s covariates changed over time [36] to assess
whether previous exposure events changed an individual’s relative
risk of dying of pneumonia during an epidemic. These models
estimate the effects of predictor variables on the response variable
by comparing values of variables associated with individuals who
died versus other individuals of the same sex and cohort (‘‘risk
set’’). We grouped individuals into risk sets using two survival timescales. First, we used a study-based timescale so that individuals
were grouped by year, regardless of age. Second, we grouped
individuals of the same age across years (Fig. S1) [37]. The former
risk sets were small, especially early in the study, and we had
limited power to detect trends in relative risk of mortality that were
associated with any covariate except age. Furthermore, grouping
individuals by age allowed us to incorporate age into the baseline
hazard of dying while explicitly estimating the effects of other
covariates; we therefore report results from the age scale.
Our models had four fixed effects: translocation status (Source; a
binary variable set at 1 if an individual was translocated and 0 if it
was resident); whether an individual previously was exposed to
pneumonia (IPrevious; a binary variable); the number of previous
exposure events (Count; the number of biological years with
confirmed pneumonia within the individuals’ population of
residence); and the number of years since the most recent
exposure event (Lag). Our sample size was insufficient to examine
interaction effects.
The saturated model of the ith individual’s hazard of dying of
pneumonia at age a, hi(ai|bi), was a function of the baseline hazard
at age a, h0(ai), as well as a linear combination of the covariates:
4
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in lambs: we assume that the ewe population must be infected
immediately before the lamb population, because ewes serve as the
source of lamb infection.
We used the same ewe-level covariates defined above, including
the random effect Ewe, in logistic regression models to assess the
effect of ewe-exposure history on lamb mortality through October
1st. In addition, we investigated trade-offs between reproduction
and immunity with a Cox proportional hazards model to assess the
risk of ewe pneumonia mortality given the survival or death of her
previous year’s lamb. We hypothesized that death of a lamb in
year t-1 could increase the probability that its mother survived a
pneumonia epidemic in year t.

hi (ai jbi )~ h0 (ai ) exp (b0 zb1 Sourcei z
b2 I Pr eviousi zb3 Counti zb4 Lagi ):
We did not include population as a source of shared frailty
because in some populations Count or Lag was identical for all
individuals within a risk set over successive years, preventing
within-population estimation of the covariate effects. For a subset
of ewes born during the study period that were aged by cementum
analysis, we also examined the effect of pneumonia status of lambs
during their birth year on probability of mortality.
We evaluated models that included all combinations of the
covariates described above, with the exception of IPrevious and Lag,
which were identical for individuals with no past exposure to
pneumonia. We examined scaled Schoenfeld residuals as a
function of time for all fitted models to assess whether the
proportional hazards assumption was met. We used standard
metrics to examine whether the models included overly influential
points, and assessed Martingale residuals to check whether
variance was constant across values of all covariates. Models
without higher-order terms or shared frailty components had no
overly influential points and met the proportional hazards
assumption of consistent relative risk across time. Statistical
significance was assessed at a = 0.05.

Results
Ewes
Our analyses showed that translocation status was the covariate
most strongly associated with the probability of dying of
pneumonia. Translocated ewes’ risk of dying of pneumonia was
about three times greater than that of residents’ (Fig. 3; Table 3).
Translocation did not have a statistically significant effect on
mortality risk in years without pneumonia epidemics (Table 4).
The statistical significance and relative change in risk associated
with translocation was similar among all ewe models.
Past exposure was significantly associated with a decrease in
relative risk of pneumonia, as were the number of previous
exposure events (Count). The relative risk of pneumonia mortality
increased with time since last exposure (Lag). The direction of these
covariates suggests that previous exposure confers immunity. The
change in values and statistical significance of Count and Lag
beyond the first year suggests that waning and boosting may
modulate the level of immunity. AIC values based on partial
likelihoods were similar among all multivariate models (Table 3).
Even if all hypotheses were correct, individuals’ immunity could
both decrease and increase over their lifetimes with waning and
boosting, respectively. However, the comparable level of support
for all three models indicated that none of our hypotheses could be
rejected (Table 1). As previously noted, the hypotheses are not
mutually exclusive, and the data are not likely to fully discriminate
between them. Thus, we did not focus on the relative support for
the various hypotheses. Instead, we relied on the estimated effect
of each covariate on an individual’s hazard of dying of pneumonia
to gain insight into individuals’ immune responses.
The negative coefficient on Count suggests that a ewe’s relative
risk of pneumonia mortality decreases slightly as the number of
past exposure events increases (Figs. 3,4a). Time since previous
exposure (Lag) was statistically significantly associated with
changing mortality risk. The risk that previously exposed ewes
would die from pneumonia was approximately 22% (95%
confidence interval 0.09, 0.58) of that of naı̈ve (unexposed) ewes
for two years after exposure. The risk of dying of pneumonia three
or more years after exposure was not significantly different from
the risk of a naı̈ve individual, suggesting that protective immunity
may wane after two-to-three years (Table 3). However, sample size
of ewes with Lag.2 was very small. Ewes of known age
(cementum-aged) that were born during an outbreak of pneumonia in lambs and survived did not have higher or lower probability
of dying compared to ewes of known age born in a year with no
pneumonia detected (Table S1). None of the models explained
mortality risk in years without pneumonia (Table 4).

Maternal analysis
We fit both proportional hazards and logistic regression models
to examine whether maternal exposure history was associated with
either the timing or the rate of lamb mortality prior to weaning.
To monitor lamb survival to weaning we identified lambs born to
radio-collared ewes through observations of close association and
suckling. Ewes were observed weekly during lambing to determine
whether or not they produced a lamb. We attempted to locate
ewes with lambs at least weekly during lactation and all radiocollared ewes were observed a minimum of every two weeks
during this period. We assumed lamb mortality had occurred if the
radio-collared ewe was no longer associating with the lamb prior
to the expected date of weaning (October 1) [20,38]. We examined
data from 753 lambs born to 223 radio-collared ewes (ewes almost
always give birth to a single lamb) over 14 years. Of these lambs,
432 were born in years with pneumonia outbreaks in lambs and
321 were born in years without pneumonia (detected or
suspected).
Within the proportional hazards models of lamb mortality, we
accounted for the effect of a given ewe on the relative risk of dying
by including a shared frailty term (Ewe) for all lambs born to the
same ewe [39]. We also included four fixed effects: count of ewe’s
previous exposure events (Count); ewe translocation status (Source);
estimated ewe age (EweAge); and whether the lamb was born in a
pneumonia year (PneuYear).
The saturated model of the mortality risk for the jth lamb born to
the ith ewe at time t, hij(tij|bi), relative to the baseline hazard (h0(tij)),
is:
hij (tij jbij )~ h0 (tij ) exp (b0 zb1 PneuYearj z
b2 EweAgei zb3 Sourcei zb4 Countij zbi Eweij ):

Rams

We did not include Lag in the lamb-mortality models because
this would require that some ewes have Lag.0. This would conflict
with our assumption that carrier ewes are the source of outbreaks
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Translocation status was the only covariate with a significant
effect on mortality risk in rams. The risk that translocated animals
5
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residents in a model including Lag (Fig. 3; Table 5). Count and Lag
had negative coefficients, but were not statistically significant.
Support for all multivariate models was similar on the basis of AIC
values (Fig. 3; Table 5).

Lambs
In all models, the relative risk of lamb death prior to weaning in
years with pneumonia outbreaks was approximately four times
that in years without outbreaks (Fig. 3; Table 6). The
exponentiated ewe-frailty terms ranged from 0.83 to 1.16,
suggesting that the median probability of lamb mortality increased
by a maximum of 16% for the worst-performing ewe and
decreased by a maximum of 17% for the best-performing ewe (in a
model including pneumonia years and healthy years). Ewetranslocation status was not reliably associated with altered lamb
mortality risk (Fig. 3; Table 6).
Paradoxically, a lamb’s risk of dying significantly increased with
its mother’s previous exposures during years with pneumonia
outbreaks (Fig. 4b; Table 6), but not during years without
outbreaks (Table 6). The number of previous exposures and ewe
age were collinear; however, number of previous exposures (but
not age) was statistically significantly associated with risk of
mortality in a model that included both covariates (Table 6).
There were no naı̈ve dams (mothers) during lamb epidemics.
Hence, we compared each value of Count to a baseline of Count = 1
(one previous exposure to pneumonia); a greater effect might be
expected if Count = 0 was the baseline. We did not find a significant
relation between the mortality risk of a ewe during exposure to
pneumonia in year t and the survival or mortality of her lamb in
the year t-1. Results from the logistic regression models were
consistent with the results from the proportional hazard models
(Table S2).

Discussion
We used data on host survival to draw inferences about
immunological processes in a system where the etiological agent is
unknown and thus serology-based inferences are not feasible. We
examined whether previous exposure protects bighorn sheep from
pneumonia and whether the strength of the response (presumably
immunity) is a positive function of the number of previous
exposures to pneumonia and a negative function of time since
exposure. We also explored whether passively acquired immunity
protects offspring during lamb pneumonia outbreaks. Our results
indicate that past exposure decreases ewes’ risk of dying from
pneumonia. More-frequent exposure of ewes to pneumonia was
associated with higher offspring mortality during outbreaks of
pneumonia. We were unable to discern the specific dynamics of
immunity in ewes because models with waning, boosting, or
consistent immunity were similarly supported. Furthermore,
epidemiological processes such as herd immunity and individual
frailty may generate patterns analogous to waning and boosting
immunity, respectively.

Figure 3. Cox proportional hazards model-estimated relative
risks of mortality of ewes, rams, and lambs after accounting for
differences in sex and age. Risk of dying of pneumonia relative to
naı̈ve individuals given: an indicator for any previous pneumonia
exposure (Indicator), the number of years since the last exposure event
(Lag of 1, 2 or . = 3), increasing number of exposure events (Count),
and translocation status (Trans). Bottom panel: model-estimated risk of
dying for lambs during outbreaks of pneumonia given ewe covariates.
Coefficient estimates from univariate models are in grey and coefficient
estimates from multivariate models are in black. Risk values are drawn
from proportional hazards model coefficient estimates, with the point
estimate denoted by the box or vertical line, and horizontal lines
extending to the 95% confidence limits.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061919.g003

Time since exposure (Lag) and number of exposures
(Count)
Waning immune responses are consistent with our understanding of upper- and lower-respiratory tract immunity. Waning
immunity may be a consequence of antigenic variation, immune
system hyporesponsiveness (induced by commensal flora involved
in secondary pneumonia) [40,41], or immune exclusion (secretory
IgA binding to bacterial pathogens and preventing development of
adaptive immunity) [41]. However, two aspects of the data
prevented us from differentiating waning immunity from consis-

would die of pneumonia was around 4 (95% confidence interval
1.10, 15.14) times that of resident rams in a model including Count
and 4.50 (95% confidence interval 1.20,17.19) times that of
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Table 3. Ewes: results from Cox proportional hazards model of ewe relative risk of dying from pneumonia given covariates over
the age-based timescale.

Model

Covariate

Beta

Exp. Beta (95% CI)

SE

P-value

AIC

Delta AIC

Count & translocation

Count

20.36

0.70(0.55, 0.89)

0.12

0.002

245.15

0.17

Translocated

1.19

3.32(1.54, 7.13)

0.39

0.004

Exposed

21.43

0.26 (0.10, 0.58)

0.45

0.002

244.98

0

Translocated

1.32

3.76(1.78, 7.95)

0.38

0.0005

Lag 1 Yr

21.53

0.22 (0.08, 0.55)

0.48

0.001

Lag ./ = 2 Yr

21.16

0.31(0.10, 0.96)

0.57

0.041

Translocated

1.31

3.72(1.76, 7.86)

0.38

0.0006

Lag 1 Yr

21.49

0.22(0.09, 0.58)

0.48

0.0003

Lag 2 Yr

21.46

0.23(0.06, 0.89)

0.70

0.034

Past exposure & translocation

Lag & translocation

Lag (4 categories) & translocation

246.45
1.47

247.43

2.45

Lag . = 3 Yrs

20.60

0.55(0.13, 2.35)

0.74

0.417

Translocated

1.38

3.98 (1.85, 8.57)

0.39

0.0004

Translocation

Translocated

1.67

5.30(2.62,10.73)

0.36

,.0001

252.18

7.2

Count

Count

20.48

0.62(0.49, 0.77)

0.11

,.0001

252.45

7.47

Past exposure

Exposed

21.95

0.14(0.06, 0.32)

0.43

,0.0001

254.56

9.58

Lag

Lag 1 Yr

22.08

0.13 (0.05, 0.31)

0.46

,.0001

255.83

10.85

Lag ./ = 2 Yr

21.64

0.19(0.07, 0.56)

0.54

0.0026

SE = Standard error.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061919.t003

the pool of immune animals, hence herd immunity declines even if
individual immunity remains constant. Therefore, the risk of
exposure (and subsequent disease) increases with time since an
epidemic. Finally, survival probability declines in older animals
[19] and therefore age may confound the relationship between
survival and time since exposure, particularly if we underestimated
the ages incorporated into the baseline hazard.
The data suggest a trend of decreasing mortality with increasing
exposures (Count) to pneumonia. At least two phenomena may

tent immunizing exposure (risk of dying consistent over time since
exposure). First, we documented few fade-out events (years without
observed pneumonia); and, second, fade-out events were of short
duration. Therefore, sample sizes for investigating waning
immunity were limited and immune boosting from frequent
exposure likely masked waning. Furthermore, herd immunity
(proportion of immune animals in the population) inherently
confounds the effects of time since exposure on immunity; while
disease is absent, recruited susceptible juveniles gradually dilute

Table 4. Ewes in non-pneumonia (healthy) years: impact of covariates on the relative risk of dying (of causes other than
pneumonia) outside of pneumonia epidemics.

Model

Covariate

Count & Translocation

Count

20.042

0.95 (0.76, 1.21)

Translocated

0.225

1.25 (0.51, 3.06)

Exposed

0.35

1.42 (0.51,3.92)

0.52

0.50

Translocated

0.39

1.48 (0.60, 3.63)

0.46

0.40

Lag 1 Yr

0.39

1.47 (0.52, 4.17)

0.53

0.46

Lag 2 Yrs

0.64

1.89 (0.53, 6.70)

0.64

0.33

Past exposure &
translocation

Lag & translocation*

Beta

Exp. Beta (95% CI)

SE

P-value

AIC

Delta AIC

0.12

0.62

217.64

1.76

0.46

0.72
217.30

1.42

219.59

3.71

Lag . = 3 Yrs

20.62

0.54 (0.06, 4.85)

1.12

0.58

Translocated

0.39

1.47 (0.60, 3.64)

0.46

0.40

Count

Count

20.06

0.94 (0.76, 1.17)

0.11

0.58

215.88

0

Past exposure

Exposed

0.21

1.23 (0.48, 3.17)

0.48

0.67

216.00

0.12

Lag

Lag 1 Yr

0.26

1.29 (0.48, 3.46)

0.50

0.61

218.27

2.39

Lag 2 Yr

0.47

1.60 (0.48, 5.25)

0.61

0.44

Lag . = 3 Yr

20.78

0.46 (0.05, 3.92)

1.10

0.47

SE = Standard error.
*Model was inestimable, since all pneumonia-year mortalities among individuals with lags of 2 or more occurred among residents; the translocation coefficient could
not be calculated.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061919.t004
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account for this effect. First, immunity may be dose-dependent:
each successive exposure may strengthen the anamnestic immune
response (immune memory) to a particular agent, or diversify
exposure to multiple primary and secondary agents. Second,
inherently weak or high-risk individuals (for example, individuals
with weaker innate immune responses or highly social individuals)
are more likely to die first (individual frailty) [42,43] when their
exposure counts are, coincidently, lower. Increasing proportions of
stronger individuals remaining in the population are exposed
repeatedly, generating an apparent relationship between number
of exposures and risk of mortality (Fig. 4c). The removal of age
through its incorporation into the baseline hazard, and the
observed relationship of increasing mortality as a function of age
(Fig. S2), suggest that age is not driving this relationship. The data
did not allow an examination of cumulative exposure within each
level of Lag.

Lamb survival and maternal immunity
We had hypothesized that ewes with more exposures would
transfer higher concentrations of passively acquired immunoglobulins to their lambs, resulting in lower lamb mortality. By contrast,
the data showed that increasing ewe exposures were weakly
associated with earlier and higher lamb mortality. This relation
was opposite to the relationship between number of exposures of
ewes and ewe mortality. The earlier timing of lamb death for ewes
with more exposures suggests that the force of infection to lambs
varies among mothers with differing exposure histories. One
potential explanation is that ewes with more exposures are more
likely to be infectious carriers (perhaps either cumulative exposures
or age increase the risk of becoming a carrier), providing direct
and early exposure to their lambs.
We considered reproductive senescence as an alternative
explanation, because number of exposures and age are inherently
collinear. However, the relationship between number of ewe
exposures and earlier or higher lamb mortality was only observed
during pneumonia epidemics (although a paucity of ewes with
high numbers of exposures in years without pneumonia made
assessment difficult); furthermore, Festa-Bianchet and King [38]
showed no difference in lamb mortality between prime-age and
older bighorn ewes in pneumonia-free populations. Variations in
pathogen virulence or the number of carrier ewes over time are
alternative explanations.
We assumed all ewes that gave birth to lambs during
pneumonia epidemics had prior exposure to pneumonia; therefore, we could not examine the effect of presence versus absence of
passively transferred maternal immunity on lamb mortality. Given
the extremely high lamb mortality rates during pneumonia
outbreaks among lambs in populations with previous exposures,
it appears that passive immunity transferred from the ewe does not
prevent lamb mortality. Besser et al. ’s [13] detection of pulmonary
M. ovipneumoniae infection in asymptomatic lambs as young as four
days old, and the development of bronchopneumonia in (passively)
seropositive 10 day old lambs, similarly suggests that passive
immunity has little effect in delaying progression of pneumonic
disease. Given the inverse relationship between number of
previous exposures of ewes and timing of lamb death discussed
above, ewe infection status (leading to early lamb exposure) may
be a better predictor of lamb mortality than the ewe’s maternal
antibody concentration (presuming that multiple exposures
increase maternal antibody concentration).

Figure 4. Relationship between cumulative past exposure and
risk of dying. a. Ewe risk of dying from pneumonia as a function of the
number (count) of previous exposures (relative to unexposed ewes). A
relative risk of 1 on the y-axis represents no effect of count on the risk of
dying of pneumonia. The shaded area represents the 95% confidence
bounds on the hazard ratio associated with continuously increasing
number of previous exposures (in a model fit on an age-scale that
included a fixed effect for translocation status). The error bars bound
the 95% confidence range for the uniquely estimated hazard ratios
associated with each value of count. The line connects the estimated
median risk of dying relative to the risk for previously unexposed ewes.
Count values above six are grouped within the count = 6 category. b.
Lambs’ risk of dying in a pneumonia epidemic given the number of
times the lamb’s mother was exposed. The shaded area represents the
95% confidence bounds on the hazard ratio associated with
continuously increasing number of previous exposures (count) of the
ewe (in a model fit on lamb age-scale that included a fixed effect for
ewe’s translocation status). The error bars bound the 95% confidence
range for the uniquely estimated hazard ratios associated with each
number of exposures for ewes. The line connects the estimated median
risk of lamb mortality. c. A conceptual diagram illustrating how
individual frailty may drive the apparent relationship in part a. Frailties
decrease as number of exposures (or age) increase because the weak
(at the upper tail of the distribution) die first, and cannot be observed in
later years, leaving an increasing proportion of strong individuals.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061919.g004

Rams
We did not find an association between past exposure to
pneumonia and ram mortality. However, the few rams in this
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Table 5. Rams: results from Cox proportional hazards model of ram hazard of dying from pneumonia given covariates over the
age-based timescale.

Model

Covariate

Beta

Exp. Beta (95% CI)

SE

P-value

AIC

Delta AIC

Translocation

Translocated

1.04

2.83 (0.83, 9.60)

0.62

0.10

78.5

0.6

77.9

0

79.1

1.2

79.4

1.5

Count & Translocation

Count

20.67

0.51 (0.22, 1.21)

0.44

0.13

Translocated

1.40

4.04 (1.10, 5.14)

0.67

0.04

Past exposure & translocation Exposed

Lag & translocation

20.72

0.49 (0.15, 1.57)

.60

.23

Translocated

1.21

3.36 (0.94, 11.99)

0.65

0.06

Lag 1 Yr

21.40

0.25 (0.04,1.37)

0.87

0.11

Lag ./ = 2 Yr

20.16

0.85 (0.21, 3.44)

0.71

0.83

Translocated

1.50

4.50 (1.20, 17.19)

0.68

0.03

Count

Count

20.44

0.65 (0.28, 1.48)

0.42

0.30

80.0

2.1

Past exposure

Exposed

20.49

0.61 (0.20, 1.85)

0.57

0.38

80.4

2.5

Lag

Lag 1 Yr

20.82

0.44 (0.09, 2.13)

0.81

0.31

82.0

4.1

Lag ./ = 2 Yr

20.24

0.79 (0.21, 2.96)

0.67

0.73

SE = Standard error.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061919.t005

were exposed. For these reasons, and the small sample size of
translocated and resident animals that died of pneumonia in this
study, the relationship between translocation and pneumonia risk
seems to warrant further exploration.

study limited our ability to examine the association of exposure
covariates with mortality. Furthermore, ram exposure is difficult to
monitor. Rams are more likely to be exposed through unobserved
interactions with other bighorn sheep populations and domestic
sheep populations, particularly during the rut. Rams are also
spatially separated from ewe-lamb groups so lamb pneumonia
cannot be used as a sentinel of disease transmission, potentially
leading to underestimation of exposure. On the other hand, the
lack the reexposure opportunities, due to separation from summer
lamb pneumonia outbreaks, could drive real differences in
exposure patterns between rams and ewes. Also, sexual dimorphism in immune function is well documented in some species
[44,45] and factors such as the immunosuppressive effects of
testosterone, and life history differences between sexes, could be
responsible for different responses to disease exposure.

Limitations
Ideally, one would examine the relationship between exposure
and immunity experimentally, by inoculating animals repeatedly
at various intervals and following their fate, or by documenting
individuals’ serological status before and after pneumonia
epidemics. However, the identity of the pathogen that causes
pneumonia remains controversial, which poses a challenge for
studies based on inoculation and serology. Given that field
conditions such as weather and nutritional stress cannot be
replicated in captivity [47]; that serological status is not necessarily
correlated with protective immunity [48]; and that long-term reexposure experiments are rarely feasible, we relied on populationlevel data to describe effects of exposure on individuals. As a result,
a potential limitation of this study is misclassification. For example,
we may have overestimated exposure if population substructuring
(behavioral or spatial), or low transmission rates, led to incomplete
exposure. Alternatively, we may have underestimated exposure if
we failed to detect pneumonia outbreaks (a less likely scenario for
ewes than rams, given that lambs provide a sentinel for pneumonia
transmission in ewes). Assuming that some ewes were four years of
age at capture also may have led to underestimation of exposure.
Regardless of the direction of misclassification, in most cases the
effect would be to increase similarity between the exposure history
of the individual dying of pneumonia and the risk-set, therefore
contributing to our inability to distinguish among hypotheses. A
larger sample size of known-age adults, and adults that died of
pneumonia, would have strengthened our analyses.
Another limitation of this study is difficulty differentiating
between resistance to disease and resistance to infection. Animals
that do not get sick may still be infected, or re-infected in
subsequent epidemics (defined as ‘tolerant’ in some ecological
literature) [49]. This distinction is important because chronically
infectious animals, which are resistant to disease, will have
profoundly different effects on the epidemiology of pneumonia
than individuals that are resistant to infection and not infectious.

Translocation
Even when we accounted for previous exposure, number of
previous exposures, time since previous exposures, and age and
sex, translocated animals had three-to-four times the risk of dying
of pneumonia of resident animals, a result consistent with previous
studies [26,46]. Translocated animals did not enter the study until
the biological year following translocation (2–4 months after
release), pneumonia deaths occurred from 2–5 years after release,
and animals translocated into populations without pneumonia did
not die of pneumonia. Therefore, it is unlikely that the act of
translocating, or short-term post-release effects such as stress,
contributed to the higher risk of dying of pneumonia. We suspect
that two issues account for the difference between translocated and
resident animals. First, these data did not capture the major
invasion events, and associated high mortality, that occurred in
naı̈ve resident populations prior to this study. Invasion events in
this study only occurred in populations of naı̈ve translocated
animals. Second, because resident populations had been exposed
to pneumonia prior to radio-collaring, resident animals could only
be categorized as naı̈ve if born into a population during a healthy
year. Animals remained naı̈ve for each subsequent year that the
population remained healthy. Inaccurate age estimates and failure
to detect pneumonia within infected populations were likely to
lead to misclassification of residents as naı̈ve when in fact they
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Table 6. Lambs: results from Cox proportional hazards models of lamb hazard of dying given dam (ewe) covariates in all years
(pneumonia and healthy years; top), years without pneumonia (pneumonia years excluded; middle) and years with pneumonia
(healthy years excluded; bottom).

Covariate

Beta

Exp. Beta (95% CI)

SE

P-value

SD of ewe
shared frailties AIC

Delta AIC

Ewe Only

PN Year

1.46

4.30 (3.27, 5.64)

0.14

,.0001

0.21

4411.43

18.7

Count

PN Year

1.27

4.17 (2.68, 4.73)

0.15

,.0001

0.21

4392.73

0

Count

0.11

1.12 (1.07, 1.17)

0.02

,.0001

PN Year

1.46

4.32 (3.26, 5.71)

0.14

,.0001

0.21

4413.41

20.68

Translocated

0.02

1.02 (0.76, 1.37)

0.15

0.88

PN Year

1.42

4.15 (3.15, 5.46)

0.14

,.0001

0.24

4405.60

12.87

Age

0.05

1.05 (1.02, 1.09)

0.02

0.005

PN Year

1.28

3.59 (2.70, 4.78)

0.15

,.0001

0.22

4394.44

1.71

Age

0.01

1.01 (0.97, 1.06)

0.02

0.59

Count

0.10

1.11 (1.05, 1.17)

0.03

,.0001

PN Year

1.28

3.66 (2.75, 4.88)

0.15

,.0001

0.18

4393.56

0.83

Count

0.12

1.12 (1.07, 1.18)

0.02

,.0001

Translocated

0.17

1.19 (0.88, 1.60)

0.17

0.26

Model
Lambs in all years

Translocation

Age

Age & Count

Trans & Count

Lambs in years without pneumonia
Ewe only

Ewe

0.20

722.81

0

Translocation

Translocated

20.35

0.70 (0.40, 1.22)

0.28

0.21

0.02

723.17

0.36

Count

Count

0.06

1.06 (0.95, 1.19)

0.06

0.29

0.02

723.17

0.36

Age

Age

20.01

0.99 (0.91, 1.09)

0.05

0.87

0.02

724.72

1.91

Age & Count

Age

20.05

0.96 (0.85, 1.07)

0.06

0.40

0.02

724.98

2.17

Count

0.10

1.10 (0.96, 1.27)

0.07

0.18

0.267

3342.74

19.51
20.43

Lambs in years with pneumonia
Ewe only

Ewes

Translocation

Translocated

0.19

1.20 (0.86, 1.69)

0.17

0.28

0.242

3343.66

Count

Count

0.13

1.14 (1.08, 1.20)

0.03

,.0001

0.279

3323.23

0

Age

Age

0.07

1.07 (1.03, 1.11)

0.02

0.001

0.308

3334.46

11.23

Age & Count

Age

0.02

1.02 (0.98, 1.07)

0.02

0.34

0.276

3324.32

1.09

Count

0.11

1.12 (1.05, 1.19)

0.03

0.001

SE = Standard error; SD = standard deviation; PN Year = years with outbreak of pneumonia in lambs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061919.t006

protective immunity following exposure; protection may wane in
the absence of exposure or be boosted by repeated exposures;
protective immunity is not effectively transferred from ewes to
lambs; and unexposed animals translocated near infected populations have a high risk of developing pneumonia. Our results
explain the high mortality during pathogen invasion and low adult
mortality after invasion. The lack of protection via passive
immunity in lambs suggests that pneumonia in bighorn sheep will
lead to aging populations with limited recruitment. Although a
larger sample size of animals that died of pneumonia would be
desirable, most limitations stemmed from our inability to directly
track a pathogen and therefore our inability to discriminate
between resistant and tolerant (carrier) animals or to distinguish
among epidemiological processes that might explain our findings.
The recent discovery of M. ovipneumoniae as the probable primary
pathogen provides further opportunities to test our hypotheses
with additional field, laboratory, and dynamic modeling studies.
We hope these studies will eventually inform development of
management strategies that can break the cycle of prolonged

The simultaneous presence of animals resistant to infection and
animals that are carriers but protected from disease is consistent
with observations of pneumonia in bighorn sheep in the wild and
in captivity [25–28]. Carrier ewes within resistant populations are
necessary to explain annual outbreaks in lambs in the absence of
ewe mortality because lambs rarely contact other sources of
pathogens (rams or domestic sheep) prior to weaning [24,50].
Difficulty in differentiating between resistant and tolerant individuals may be common when using survival data to infer resistance
to infection and is an important limitation of our study, given that
a few tolerant individuals may be responsible for most disease
transmission [51].

Conclusions
By defining individuals’ pneumonia-exposure histories, we
tested hypotheses about immune response in a system for which
immunological data are absent, the causative agent is unknown,
and experimental approaches are not feasible. Without directly
identifying the pathogen, we found that ewes develop some level of
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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pneumonia epidemics and aid recovery of bighorn sheep across
their range.

individual in each category of age is conditional on its survival up
until that age, and each individual contributed as many data points
as its age at last observation. The points are the proportion of ewes
that survived to a given age-class and experienced a pneumonia
epidemic that died of pneumonia during that epidemic.
(PDF)

Supporting Information
Figure S1 Data collection and pneumonia histories
within Hells Canyon populations of bighorn sheep. A.
Individual pneumonia histories of 15 ewes within the Wenaha
(population 2 in Fig. 2). Top panel: annual pneumonia status of
the population based on a study-based time-scale. Bottom panel:
annual pneumonia status of the population on an age-based timescale. Red indicates years when adults and/or lambs died of
pneumonia, green are years when no pneumonia mortality was
detected (or suspected in lambs; see [20]); x’s represent death or
censoring. B. Annual pneumonia status in the 16 Hells Canyon
bighorn sheep populations, 1994–2010 (see map in Fig. 2).
1 = Asotin, 2 = Wenaha, 3 = Mountain View, 4 = Black Butte,
5 = Redbird, 6 = Lower Hells Canyon, 7 = Imnaha, 8 = Big
Canyon, 9 = Muir Creek, 10 = Meyers Creek, 11 = Saddle Creek,
12 = Upper Hells Canyon Oregon, 13 = Upper Hells Canyon
Idaho, 14 = Sheep Mountain, 15 = Lostine, 16 = Bear Creek.
(PDF)

Table S1 Ewe relative risk of dying as a function of
birth year pneumonia status for cementum-aged ewes.
(DOCX)
Table S2 Lambs: logistic regression results.
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Figure S2 Ewe pneumonia survival probability as a
function of age. The shaded area represents the 95% confidence
bounds for the probability that a ewe of a given age died of
pneumonia, using data included in the age-based proportional
hazards models of ewe pneumonia mortality. Inclusion of an
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